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Islet-1 (Isl1) is a member of the Isl1 family of LIM-homeodomain transcription factors (LIM-HD) that is expressed in a defined subset of
motor and sensory neurons during vertebrate embryogenesis. To investigate how this specific expression of isl1 is regulated, we searched for
enhancers of the isl1 gene that are conserved in vertebrate evolution. Initially, two enhancer elements, CREST1 and CREST2, were identified
downstream of the isl1 locus in the genomes of fugu, chick, mouse, and human by BLAST searching for highly similar elements to those
originally identified as motor and sensory neuron-specific enhancers in the zebrafish genome. The combined action of these elements is
sufficient for completely recapitulating the subtype-specific expression of the isl1 gene in motor neurons of the mouse spinal cord.
Furthermore, by direct comparison of the upstream flanking regions of the zebrafish and human isl1 genes, we identified another highly
conserved noncoding element, CREST3, and subsequently C3R, a similar element to CREST3 with two CDP CR1 recognition motifs, in the
upstream regions of all other isl1 family members. In mouse and human, CRESTs are located as far as more than 300 kb away from the isl1
locus, while they are much closer to the isl1 locus in zebrafish. Although all of zebrafish CREST2, CREST3, and C3R activate gene
expression in the sensory neurons of zebrafish, CREST2 of mouse and human does not have the sequence necessary for sensory neuron-
specific expression. Our results revealed both a remarkable conservation of the regulatory elements regulating subtype-specific gene
expression in motor and sensory neurons and the dynamic process of reorganization of these elements whereby each element increases the
level of cell-type specificity by losing redundant functions with the other elements during vertebrate evolution.
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In the development of the nervous system, many diverse
subpopulations of neurons are generated, and the elucidation
of genetic regulatory elements that control these events will
greatly facilitate our understanding of how developing brain278 (2005) 587–606
O. Uemura et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 587–606588can self-generate such enormous complexity. As a first step
to address this issue, we identified the cis-acting regulatory
elements of the islet-1 (isl1) gene that control expression in
the motor and sensory neurons that are conserved through-
out vertebrate evolution.
Islet-1 (Isl1) is among the LIM-homeodomain (LIM-HD)
proteins expressed at the earliest stage of neural differ-
entiation, i.e., motor and sensory neuron development, and
is highly conserved during evolution (Ericson et al., 1992;
Inoue et al., 1994; Jackman et al., 2000; Thor and Thomas,
1997). Isl1 and other LIM-HD transcription factors function
together, and their combinatorial expression patterns (LIM
codes) define the subtype specificities of motor neurons
with respect to differences in target muscles to which they
project (Kania et al., 2000; Segawa et al., 2001; Sharma et
al., 2000; Thaler et al., 2002; Tsuchida et al., 1994). Isl1 is
initially expressed in all motor neurons immediately after
they exit the mitotic cycle, but is later restricted to specific
subsets (Inoue et al., 1994; Tsuchida et al., 1994). In the
embryonic chick, rat, and mouse spinal cord, expression of
the isl1 gene is restricted to spinal motor neurons that
innervate the dorsal trunk muscles, the ventral trunk
muscles, and the ventral limb bud muscles, respectively
(Tsuchida et al., 1994). However, the precise mechanism
regulating this fine combinatorial expression of LIM-HD
proteins in each motor column remains unclear.
We previously identified two 15-kb fragments, termed
CM and SS, which are located 10 and 54 kb, respectively,
downstream of the zebrafish isl1 gene (Higashijima et al.,
2000). CM functions as an enhancer to activate expression
of the immediately downstream GFP gene in cranial motor
neurons and subset of the secondary spinal motor neurons
innervating the dorsal part of the trunk muscles, and SS as
an enhancer for expression in the primary sensory neurons.
Here, we further localized the regulatory elements within
CM and SS to identify the evolutionarily conserved isl1
enhancers for specific expression of genes in motor and
sensory neurons.
The regulatory elements were identified within CM and
SS, and termed zCREST1 (zebrafish conserved regulatory
element for islet-1 1) and zCREST2 using the newly
optimized condition for the highly efficient transient
expression assay in zebrafish embryos, and we further
confirmed their activities by establishment of transgenic
zebrafish. Quite intriguingly, contrary to our original
expectation that zCREST2 should act as the enhancer
specific for primary sensory neurons, we found in the stable
transgenic zebrafish lines that zCREST2 also activates gene
expression in subsets of spinal motor neurons innervating
the abductor muscle of the pectoral fin bud and the ventral
trunk muscles in addition to the expression in primary
sensory neurons.
Two elements in the chick, mouse, and human genome
were further identified that show very high levels of
similarity to the zebrafish CREST1 and CREST2 but were
located significantly further away from the isl1 gene thanthe corresponding elements in the zebrafish genome. We
further confirmed that combined action of zebrafish or
human CREST1 and CREST2 is sufficient to completely
recapitulate the motor neuron subtype-specific expression of
isl1 in the mouse spinal cord.
In contrast to the strong conservation of the roles for
CREST1 and CREST2 in motor neuron subtype-specific
gene activation, the sensory neuron-specific activity of
zebrafish CREST2 depends on the sequence that is not
conserved in evolution, and human CREST2 does not have
this activity. This result leads us to the identification of
another sensory neuron-specific regulatory element,
CREST3, upstream of the isl1 gene, by searching for the
highly conserved sequence upstream of the zebrafish and
human isl1 gene. Furthermore, we found similar sequences
to CREST3, termed C3R (CREST3 related), in the upstream
flanking regions of other isl1 gene family members in
vertebrates and confirmed its activity as a sensory neuron-
specific-enhancer in zebrafish. CREST3 activity is abro-
gated by mutations in two CDP CR1 recognition motifs.
Our results revealed both a remarkable conservation of
the regulatory elements regulating subtype-specific gene
expression in motor and sensory neurons and the dynamic
process of reorganization of these elements during verte-
brate evolution.Materials and methods
Animals
Zebrafish were maintained as described elsewhere (West-
erfield, 1995). The mice were maintained by the Research
Resource Center (RRC) at RIKEN BSI. Embryonic day (E)
0.5 was defined as the midday time of the day when a
vaginal plug was observed. All animal experiments were
carried out according to the guidelines for animal exper-
imentation at RIKEN.
Genomic DNA isolation
Human genomic DNA was isolated as described else-
where (Sambrook et al., 1989) from fresh blood collected
from a volunteer. All experiments involving human subjects
were carried out according to guidelines for ethical research
involving human subjects at RIKEN.
Plasmid construction
The 4.1-kb fragment (termed ICP for the isl1 core
promoter) upstream of the zebrafish isl1 gene has been
reported to contain the basal promoter and the enhancer for
expression in hatching gland cells (Higashijima et al., 2000).
To avoid a possible interference from this hatching gland-
specific enhancer activity in the transient assay, we used the
promoter of the zebrafish heat shock protein 70 (hsp70) gene.
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temperatures (data not shown; Halloran et al., 2000). For the
isl1:mRFP1 plasmid construction, mRFP1 was subcloned
into the BamHI and EcoRI sites of pCS2 (Campbell et al.,
2002). Then mRFP1 was amplified using the PCR method
and replaced with theGFP gene of the isl1:GFP plasmid (Fig.
2B; Higashijima et al., 2000). Primers used to amplify
mRFP1 were F, 5VGGATCCACCATGGCCTCCTCCGAG-
GAC3V and R, 5VCTCGAGAGGCCTGAATTCTTAGG-C3V.
This reverse primer for mRFP1 was designed to target for
multiple cloning sites of the pCS2. For isl1-PLAP plasmid
construction, theGFP gene of the isl1:GFP plasmid (Fig. 2B;
Higashijima et al., 2000) was replaced with the PCR-
amplified PLAP gene (Lobe et al., 1999). The primers
designed to amplify the coding region of the PLAP gene were
F, 5VGGGGTACCCTGCCTCGCCACTGTCCTGC3V and R,
5VGGAGATCTCAGGGAGCAGTGGCCGTCTCC3V.
Construction of deletion series
Deletion fragments of CM were generated by restriction
digestion. Restriction enzymes used in this experiment are
shown in Fig. 2C. Each fragment was blunt ended and
ligated with EcoRI linker sequences to be subcloned into
appropriate vectors. The enhancer activity of SS was further
localized within the 4-kb subfragment (termed SSX) (Figs.
2A and D, and data not shown). It was cloned into XhoI and
EcoRI sites of pBlueScript II SK+ in order to generate
deletion fragments. The deletion fragments were prepared
by using a bDeletion kitQ (Takara) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
DNA injection into one-cell-stage zebrafish embryos
Plasmid DNA was prepared using the QIAprep spin
miniprep kit (Qiagen). Plasmid injection was performed as
described elsewhere (Higashijima et al., 1997).
Fluorescence microscopic examination of zebrafish
embryos
The initial examination and subsequent detailed exami-
nation were performed as described elsewhere (Higashijima
et al., 2000).
Comparative genomics
The genome databases from the ensembl web site (http://
www.ensembl.org) and the whole-genome shotgun sequen-
ces of fugu and zebrafish (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
were used to BLAST search for sequences similar to
zCREST1 and zCREST2. For identification of CREST3,
200 kb and 1 Mb of genomic sequences, which lie
immediately upstream of the zebrafish and human isl1
gene, were retrieved from the ensemble web site (http://
www.ensembl.org). Repetitive sequences were thenremoved from the retrieved zebrafish sequences using
RepeatMasker (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/D_rerio/
fishmask.shtml). The sequences were then aligned using
MultiPipMaker (Schwartz et al., 2000, http://bio.cse.
psu.edu/pipmaker/). To distinguish whether the matched
regions were noncoding or coding sequences, optional exon
analysis was performed according to the instructions shown
on the web page. Nine matched sequences were identified,
and similar sequences to these nine regions were sub-
sequently sought in the mouse genome using the BLAST
search algorithm with default parameter set. Three of the
sequences were predicted to encode genes and no similar
sequences were found in five of them. One sequence,
termed CREST3, was found to be conserved in zebrafish,
mouse, and human genomes. To identify chick and fugu
CREST3, we performed a BLAST search against the chick
genome database and the whole-genome shotgun sequences
of fugu using standard parameters. To find C3R, hCREST3
was divided into fragments by 100 bp, making 50 bp
overlapped with following fragment. Each fragment was
then searched for similar sequences using BLAST search at
the ensembl web site and the whole-genome shotgun
sequences of fugu.
TRANSFAC analysis
TRANSFAC analysis was performed with the program
Match (http://www.gene-regulation.com/) with a parameter
to minimize false negatives.
Molecular cloning
hCREST1, hCREST2, zCREST2, zCREST3, and zC3R
were cloned using PCR. Zebrafish lmx1b was cloned by the
nested degenerate PCR method using DNA purified from the
cDNA library of 25–26 h postfertilization (hpf) zebrafish
embryos (Hirate et al., 2001). PCR primers are as follows.
Specific primers including EcoRI linker sequences (F-
5 VGGGAATTCAAACAGATGCACCTACCTC3 V, R
5VGGGAATTCGGACATATGGCTAGAGTGTG3V) were
designed to amplify approximately 720 nucleotides of
genomic DNA (hCREST1) containing the region highly
similar to zCREST1. The following primers were designed to
amplify approximately 600 nucleotides of hCREST2: F,
5VGGGAATTCGAGGGTGTCTTCATCACTTCC3V; R,
5VGGGAATTCGAAAGCAGGAGAAACTCCTTG3V. To
amplify zCREST2, one deletion fragment of SSX termed
SSd25 in pBluescript II SK+ was used as template. Specific
primers were designed as follows: zCREST2F1, 5VGGGA-
ATTCTACCGGGCCCCCCCTCGAG3V; zCREST2R1,
5VGGGAATTCCAGCACCATAATTCAC3V. These primers
were also used to generate deletion fragments of zCREST2.
Specific primers for zCREST3 were as follows: F, 5VGGG-
GTAACAGGATGTGACACGTCGTCTGC3 V; R ,
5VGGGGCCTGCTGCTGGTGTCATTTACTGG3V. PCR
primers for zC3R were F, 5VAACGTAATGAACACATGA-
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The degenerate primers used to amplify the lmx1b gene were
F1, 5VCTCACCACCAGCTGCTACTTCC3V; F2, 5VTGCAT
GGAGAAGATCGC3V; R1, 5VCGGTCRATGGGRTT-
YCCCAC3V; R2, 5VTCTGCATKGAGTCSAGBCGGTC3V.
Generation of mutant enhancers and deletion fragments of
zCREST2
Nucleotide conversion of putative transcription factor
recognition sites of zCREST1 and zCREST3 was done
using the inverse PCR method. Primers used in this study
were as follows. For zCREST1m: F, 5VGGTTGATTTA-
CCAATATAAAATGCAAATG3V; R, 5VCCAGCACCC-
ATAGCTTTTAACTTGATTGAC. For zCREST3m1: F,
5VGGTATTTTAAAACGCCGTAATGTGAC3V; R, 5VCCC-
ATGAGAGTGCAT T TAGCCAGGAG 3 V. F o r
zCREST3m2: F, 5VGGTTTGCAGGGGCCTCGGCTTCA-
GG3V; R, 5VCCCGTATCTGTCCTCCGAGGGTTTCAC 3V.
To generate deletion fragment, the PCR method was used to
amplify the specific region of zCREST2 (see also Figs. 5B




GGGTTAATCGTCTGAGTC3V. Primers zCREST2F1 and
zCREST2R1, described above, were also used.
Generation of transgenic animals
Transgenic zebrafish and mice were generated as
described elsewhere (Higashijima et al., 1997; Hogan et
al., 1994). We generated one Tg(zCREST1/isl1-PLAP) line,
two Tg(mCREST1/isl1-PLAP) lines, and two Tg(hCREST1/
isl1-PLAP) lines, and all transgenic mice showed virtually
the same expression pattern. For CREST2, two lines of
Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) and three lines of Tg(hCREST2/
isl1-PLAP) were generated. All lines of Tg(zCREST2/isl1-
PLAP) embryos showed the same expression pattern of
PLAP. One line of Tg(hCREST2/isl1-PLAP) embryos did
not show any PLAP expression as revealed by PLAP
staining, while the other two lines of Tg(hCREST2/isl1-
PLAP) embryos showed the same pattern of PLAP
expression with each other.
In situ hybridization, PLAP staining, immunofluorescence,
and rhodamine phalloidin staining
In situ hybridization was performed as described else-
where (Westerfield, 1995). Sections of in situ-hybridized
embryos were prepared by refixing hybridized embryos,
embedding them in JB-4 resin, and cutting them into 7 Am.
PLAP staining was performed as described elsewhere (Lobe
et al., 1999). A mixture of monoclonal antibodies (40.2D5
and 39.4D5, DSHB) was used to detect Isl1 protein, as
described elsewhere (Segawa et al., 2001). Anti-GFP (SantaCruz), anti-PLAP (Biogenesis), anti-Lhx3 (67.4E12,
DSHB), and anti-Lhx1 (4F2, DSHB) antibodies were also
used. Double labeling analysis was performed with a Zeiss
510 confocal microscope using Alexa fluor 488- and 533-
conjugated secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes). For
rhodamine phalloidin staining, embryos were fixed in 4%
PFA at room temperature for 1 h. The fixed embryos were
immersed at room temperature for 30 min in a 107 M of
rhodamine phalloidin solution (Sigma) in PBS with 0.7%
Triton X and then washed with PBS three times. For
sectioning of transgenic zebrafish, embryos were fixed with
4% PFA overnight at 48C. The fixed embryos were
embedded in OCT (Sakura) and cut at 18-Am intervals with
a cryostat. For sectioning of transgenic mice, embryos were
grown until the optimal stages and fixed with 4% PFA for
5–30 min at 48C. OCT-embedded embryos from E11.5 to
E14.5 were sectioned at 14- to 20-Am intervals.Results
Injection of circular plasmid at a very low concentration
dramatically improves the efficiency of transient gene
expression in zebrafish embryos
Transgenesis of zebrafish is now a common research
technique. Production of stable transgenic zebrafish and the
faithful expression of transgenes using promoter sequences
of zebrafish origin, such as the zebrafish GATA-1 promoter
(Long et al., 1997) or the zebrafish a-actin promoter
(Higashijima et al., 1997), are well established. However,
the technique is inconvenient for identifying regulatory
elements, simply because it requires a great deal of effort.
One solution to this problem was derived from the enhancer
analysis of the zebrafish sonic hedgehog gene. In this study,
the investigators employed transient transgene expression
assays to identify tissue-specific regulatory elements (Mu¨l-
ler et al., 1999). However, transient transgene expression is
known to entail strong mosaicism, thus superimposing the
transgene expression patterns obtained from a large number
of injected embryos has been the only way to obtain a
spatial pattern of enhancer activity (Mu¨ller et al., 1999;
Westerfield et al., 1992). To overcome this drawback, we
modified the technique simply by injecting a very low
concentration of circular plasmid solution, in the expect-
ation that it would result in ubiquitous diffusion of the
plasmid DNA within the embryonic cytoplasm at the one-
cell stage without having a toxic effect on dividing cells.
Injected plasmids are also known to replicate intensively
during the blastula stage, and thus each cell should receive a
sufficient concentration of plasmid no matter how little was
injected into the one-cell stage embryo (Stuart et al., 1988).
We therefore injected 1–2 nl of the 23-kb CM-isl1:GFP
plasmid, which contains the enhancer element of the isl1
gene driving expression of GFP in the subset of cranial
motor and sensory neurons, at a concentration of 5 ng/Al,
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conventionally used to create transgenic fish (Higashijima et
al., 1997; Long et al., 1997). In more than 80% of the
injected embryos, expression of GFP was observed in most
of the types of neurons that would express GFP in the stable
transgenic line carrying the same plasmid as the transgene
(Fig. 1A; Higashijima et al., 2000).
This method was further assessed using a-action:GFP,
which is capable of driving GFP expression in muscle cells
(Higashijima et al., 1997). The same effect was observed
with the injection of CM-isl1:GFP; the lower the concen-
tration of plasmid DNA we injected, the higher the
contribution of GFP-positive cells (Figs. 1B and C).
However, the contribution of GFP-positive cells in cranio-
facial and fin muscles was much lower than the trunk
muscles (Fig. 1B and data not shown). Since the former
muscles begin to differentiate at later stages than the latter
muscles (Weinberg et al., 1996), the efficiency of gene
expression by plasmid injected using this method may
decrease by 40 hpf.Fig. 1. Effectiveness of transient transgene expression by injection of circular pl
injected with the CM-isl1:GFP plasmid at a very low concentration. Note that
comparable to that of the embryo stably transgenic for the same DNA construct
neurons; X, vagus motor neurons. (B and C) The embryos injected with the a-acti
contribution of GFP-positive cells to the whole embryo, i.e., to groups H, M, and
muscle cells plus some clusters of muscle cells, and in scattered separate muscle c
embryos from each group are shown. Note that even in the embryo from group H
muscles rarely expressed GFP. (C) The bar graph shows the percentage of embr
actin:GFP plasmid. Injection was performed at a concentration of 5 ng/Al (blue bDespite the limitation of the effective period, this
improved transgene expression method enables a rapid
and precise assay of the activity of cis-acting regulatory
elements of a zebrafish gene by transient expression.
Identification of the minimal enhancers of the zebrafish isl1
gene for expression in cranial motor neurons and primary
sensory neurons
We previously showed two 15-kb fragments, termed CM
and SS, which are located 10 and 54 kb, respectively,
downstream of the zebrafish isl1 gene, function as
enhancers to activate expression of the immediately down-
stream GFP gene in cranial motor neurons and in primary
sensory neurons (Fig. 2A; Higashijima et al., 2000). To
identify the minimal enhancers required for such specific
gene expression, we generated a series of deletion fragments
of CM and SS and inserted each fragment immediately
upstream of the zebrafish heat shock protein 70 (hsp70)
promoter and the GFP gene (Figs. 2B, C, and D; Halloran etasmid at a very low concentration. (A) Dorsal view of the 48-hpf embryo
most of the cranial motor neurons transiently expressed GFP at a level
(Higashijima et al., 2000). V, trigeminal motor neurons; VII, facial motor
n:GFP plasmid were subdivided into four groups according to the degree of
L, which represent embryos that express GFP in most muscles, scattered
ells alone, respectively, and group D for dead embryos. (B) Representative
, which expressed high levels of GFP in trunk muscles, craniofacial and fin
yos belonging to each group among all the embryos injected with the a-
ar) or 50 ng/Al (red bar).
Fig. 2. Genomic structure, plasmid constructs, and results of the transient transgene expression assay. (A) EcoRI restriction map of the genomic region flanking
the zebrafish isl1 gene. The lines under the map indicate the regulatory regions of the isl1 gene. ICP, the isl1 gene core promoter; CM, an enhancer for the
cranial motor neurons; SS and SSX, enhancers for the primary sensory neurons and the fin motor neurons. The thick line, isl1, indicates the transcribed unit of
the isl1 gene. Note that the isl1 gene is composed of six exons divided by five introns. (B) Maps of plasmids used in this study. Each enhancer fragment was
inserted immediately upstream of the promoter sequences. PLAP, human placental alkaline phosphatase gene. (C and D) Each plasmid construct shown here
was injected into one-cell stage zebrafish embryos to examine its enhancer activity. The number on the right side of the name of each construct indicates the
number of embryos exhibiting expression of GFP in cranial motor neurons (C) or primary sensory neurons (D) among all injected embryos. X, XhoI; P, PstI; B,
BstXI. (C) Note that nucleotide conversion in TAAT to GGGG (termed zCREST1m, asterisk in Fig. 5A) completely inactivated its enhancer activity. (E) Dorsal
view of a 48-hpf embryo injected with the zCREST1-hsp70:GFP plasmid and expressing GFP in the majority of cranial motor neurons IV, trochear motor
neurons. (F and G) Lateral views of 32-hpf embryos injected with the zCREST2-hsp70:GFP plasmid and expressing GFP in the trigeminal ganglion neurons
(F) and Rohon-Beard neurons (G).
O. Uemura et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 587–606592al., 2000). All plasmid constructs shown in Figs. 2C and D
were injected into one-cell stage embryos as described
above. The injected embryos were tested for their enhancer
activity.
Two fragments, the 800-bp zCREST1 (the zebrafish
conserved regulatory element of the islet-1 gene 1) and the
600-bp zCREST2, which lie approximately 23 and 56 kb,
respectively, downstream of the isl1 gene locus, were
sufficient to drive GFP expression in cranial motor neurons
(Figs. 2C and E) and primary sensory neurons (Figs. 2D, F,
and G), respectively. No fragments derived from CM or SSthat did not contain zCREST1 or zCREST2 sequences
showed any such enhancer activity.
In transgenic zebrafish, zCREST2 drives expression of GFP
in the subset of secondary motor neurons that innervates
abductor muscles in the pectoral fin
Using the zCREST2-hsp70:GFP plasmid construct, we
produced three different stable transgenic zebrafish lines,
termed Tg(zCREST2-hsp70:GFP)rw011a, b, and c, all of which
showed the same pattern of expression of GFP. GFP
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(Fig. 3A) and in Rohon-Beard neurons (asterisks in Fig. 3B)
of these transgenic lines by 32-h postfertilization (hpf).Fig. 3. Sensory and motor neuron-specific GFP expression driven by zCREST2 i
primary sensory neurons and in subsets of motor neurons innervating the ventral
embryos. (A–E, G, and H) Lateral (A–C, E, and H) and dorsal (D and G) views o
observed in the trigeminal ganglion neurons (A) and in Rohon-Beard neurons (
notochord and some commissural interneurons in the spinal cord (arrowheads). nc
that project their axons ventrally (arrows) by 72 hpf. (D, E, G, and H) The GFP-
through 4 (S4), as described for Medaka fish embryos (Okamoto and Kuwada, 19
had reached the base of the fin bud without entering (white dots). Meanwhile, the
the GFP-positive nerves from S1 to S3 had completely converged and entered the p
at the opposite end (open arrow). (F) Ventral view of the 120-hpf Tg(zCREST2-hsp
fin motor nerves terminated in the abductor pectoral fin muscle. The pectoral fin is
pectoral fin muscle of the wild-type 50-hpf embryo. The developing fin bud is en
Tg(zCREST2-hsp70:GFP)rw011 embryo were the ventral subgroup of the Isl1-positi
GFP-positive spinal motor neurons projected their axons dorsally (K, lateral view
zebrafish embryo were the dorsal subgroup of Isl1-positive spinal motor neuronsAfter 36 hpf, GFP expression became prominent in the
ventral spinal cord, and confocal microscopic observation
revealed that the GFP-positive cells were the secondaryn stable transgenic zebrafish. zCREST2 drives GFP expression both in the
trunk muscles and the abductor pectoral fin muscle in transgenic zebrafish
f Tg(zCREST2-hsp70:GFP)rw011 embryos. At 36 hpf, GFP expression was
asterisks in B). GFP expression was detected in other tissues, such as the
, notochord. (C) GFP was expressed in the spinal motor neurons (bracket)
positive fin motor neurons were distributed from the spinal segment 1 (S1)
91). (D and E) At 54 hpf, the GFP-positive fin motor nerves from S1 to S3
nerve from S4 was still extending toward the fin bud. (G and H) By 72 hpf,
ectoral fin at the dorsal end of its base, while the nerve from S4 had entered
70:GFP)rw011 embryo stained with rhodamine phalloidin. The GFP-positive
enclosed in a broken line. (I) Expression of the lmx1b gene in the adductor
closed with a broken line. (J) GFP-positive spinal motor neurons in 72-hpf
ve spinal motor neurons. (K and L) In 72-hpf Isl1-GFP-transgenic zebrafish,
). (L) GFP-positive spinal motor neurons in the 72-hpf Isl1-GFP-transgenic
.
O. Uemura et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 587–606594motor neurons that extend their axons into the ventral trunk
muscles (bracket and arrows in Fig. 3C) and the pectoral fin
muscles (Figs. 3D–H). The GFP-positive fin motor neurons
were distributed from the spinal segment 1 (S1) through 4
(S4), as described for Medaka fish embryos (Okamoto and
Kuwada, 1991). At 54 hpf, the GFP-positive fin motor
nerves from S1 to S3 had reached the base of the fin bud
without entering (white dots in Figs. 3D and E). Meanwhile,
the nerve from S4 was still extending toward the fin bud. By
72 hpf (Figs. 3G and H), the GFP-positive nerves from S1 to
S3 had completely converged and entered the pectoral fin at
the dorsal end of its base, while the nerve from S4 had
entered at the opposite end (open arrow in Fig. 3H).
The pectoral fin contains two fin muscles, an abductor
muscle (outside) and an adductor muscle (inside), as
previously reported in Medaka fish larvae (Okamoto and
Kuwada, 1991). Staining of muscles of the Tg(zCREST2-
hsp70:GFP)rw011 embryos at 120 hpf with rhodamine
phalloidin demonstrated that the GFP-positive pectoral fin
nerves terminated in the abductor muscle (Fig. 3F). The
LIM-homeobox gene Lmx1b is expressed in the dorsal
muscle precursors of the mouse limb bud (Kania et al.,
2000). To determine whether the abductor and adductor
muscles in the pectoral fin of zebrafish embryo correspond
to the ventral and dorsal muscle precursors in mouse limb
buds, we investigated the expression of zebrafish lmx1b in
the pectoral fin bud at 50 hpf. In situ hybridization revealed
expression of lmx1b in the adductor (inside) pectoral fin
muscle (Fig. 3I), demonstrating that the GFP-positive
secondary motor neurons innervate only the lmx1b-negative
abductor pectoral fin muscle, which is equivalent to the
ventral muscle precursors in the limb bud of the mouse.
Conservation of the isl1 gene enhancer sequences in
vertebrate genomes
At the thoracic level of the embryonic chick spinal cord,
motor neurons located in the MMCm (the medial sub-
division of the medial motor column), which innervate the
dorsal axial muscles, express Isl1, Isl2, and Lim3, while
those in the MMCl (the lateral subdivision of the medial
motor column), which innervate the ventral axial muscles,
express only Isl1 and Isl2 (Tsuchida et al., 1994). At the
brachial and lumbar levels, those in the LMCm (the medial
subdivision of the lateral motor column), which innervate
the ventral muscle mass of the limb bud, express Isl1 and
Isl2, while those in the LMCl (the lateral subdivision of the
lateral motor column), which innervate the dorsal muscle
mass, ultimately express Lim1 and Isl2 (Tsuchida et al.,
1994). Therefore, expression of the isl1 gene is restricted to
spinal motor neurons in the MMCm, MMCl, and LMCm,
which innervate the dorsal trunk muscles, the ventral trunk
muscles, and the ventral limb bud muscles, respectively
(Tsuchida et al., 1994) (Fig. 4C).
As described above, the Tg(zCREST2-hsp70:GFP)rw011
larvae were found to express GFP in secondary motorneurons innervating the ventral trunk muscles and the
abductor pectoral fin muscle (Figs. 3C–H and 4B and
C). And the Isl1-GFP transgenic embryos expressed GFP
under the control of the CM fragment in secondary
motor neurons innervating the dorsal trunk muscles
(Figs. 3K and 4B and C; Higashijima et al., 2000;
Segawa et al., 2001). Therefore, taken together with the
fact that isl1 is expressed in the subset of motor neurons
innervating the dorsal trunk muscles, the ventral trunk
muscles, and the ventral limb bud muscles in mouse and
chick spinal cord as mentioned above, the muscles
innervated by GFP-positive secondary motor neurons in
these two transgenic zebrafish embryos correspond
exactly to the group of muscles innervated by Isl1-
positive motor neurons in the mouse and chick. Based
on these findings, we hypothesized that expression of the
isl1 gene is regulated by highly conserved mechanisms
throughout evolution.
To address this hypothesis, we determined the nucleo-
tide sequences of zCREST1 and zCREST2, and performed
BLAST searches to identify similar sequences in other
vertebrate genomes. We identified the noncoding genomic
sequences in the fugu, chick, mouse, and human genome,
which showed a high degree of similarity (approximately
80%) with zCREST1, and these sequences were termed
fCREST1, cCREST1, mCREST1, and hCREST1, respec-
tively (Figs. 4A and 5A). Sequences that were highly
similar to zCREST2 were also found in the chick, mouse,
and human genomic databases, and they were termed
cCREST2, mCREST2, and hCREST2, respectively (Figs.
4A and 5B). No similar sequences to zCREST2 were
identified in the fugu genome, probably because of the
gaps in fugu genomic sequences in the database. We also
searched elements that shared partial homology with
CREST1 or 2 in all available genomic databases, but we
could not find such elements. Despite a high degree of
similarity, mouse and human CREST1 and CREST2 were
more than five times farther downstream from the tran-
scribed unit of the isl1 gene than their counterparts in
zebrafish and fugu (Fig. 4A). Likewise, cCREST1 and
cCREST2 were approximately two to three times farther
downstream (Fig. 4A).
Functional conservation of CREST1 in the regulation of
gene expression in motor neurons
To verify the functional conservation of the putative
enhancers described above between different vertebrate
species, we first generated transgenic mice carrying the
same transgene (CM/isl1-GFP) that was used to establish
the Isl1-GFP zebrafish (Higashijima et al., 2000); these
were referred to as Isl1-GFP mice. Expression patterns
were the same as in Isl1-GFP zebrafish embryos, in that
GFP was expressed in the cranial and spinal motor
neurons of embryonic day 11.5 (E11.5) embryos (Fig.
6A). Double labeling of sections of the spinal cord at
Fig. 4. Structural and functional conservation of CREST1, CREST2, and CREST3 during evolution. (A) Comparison of the distribution of CREST1, CREST2,
and CREST3 in various species. The thick bars indicate the transcriptional unit of the isl1 gene. Number on each locus indicates the percentage of sequence
identity in the highly conserved core sequences of each species to corresponding element of zebrafish. zCREST1 lies 23 kb downstream of the isl1 gene
transcription initiation site, whereas fCREST1, cCREST1, mCREST1, and hCREST1 reside 9, 70, 160, and 150 kb, respectively, from the isl1 gene.
zCREST2, cCREST2, mCREST2, and hCREST2, on the other hand, lie 56, 120, 350, and 300 kb, respectively, downstream from the isl1 gene locus.
zCREST3 lies 60 kb upstream of the isl1 gene locus, whereas cCREST3, mCREST3, and hCREST3 reside 150, 320, and 350 kb, respectively, upstream of the
isl1 gene. (B and C) Summary table (B) and figure (C) of this study. Comparisons of the function of CREST1, CREST2, CREST3, and C3R in motor and
sensory neurons of each species are shown. zCREST1 (CM) drives isl1 gene expression in dorsally projecting motor neurons (DM) in zebrafish and mice (red
circles in C). DM consists of motor neurons innervating dorsal trunk muscles in zebrafish and MMCm neurons in mice. hCREST1 also has the same activity as
zCREST1 in mice. In addition, zCREST1 and hCREST1 can drive gene expression in postmitotic migrating motor neurons (smaller red circles in C) only in
mice. In contrast, zCREST2 drives isl1 gene expression in ventrally projecting motor neurons (VM, green circles in C) and sensory neurons (SN, yellow circles
in C) in zebrafish and mice. VM consists of motor neurons innervating abductor pectoral fin muscles (bracket in C) and ventral trunk muscles (arrow in C) in
zebrafish and MMCl and LMCm neurons in mice. While zCREST2 drives gene expression in sensory neurons such as Rohon-Beard neurons (R.B.) in
zebrafish and DRG in mice, hCREST2 cannot. Neither motor neurons innervating abductor pectoral fin muscles (bracket in C) nor LMCm neurons ever
terminate in the lmx1b-positive region (blue in C). zCREST3, hCREST3, and zC3R drive gene expression specifically in sensory neurons in zebrafish. All
results were confirmed using stable transgenic animals except for those observations indicated by asterisk in B. The functions of CREST3 and C3R have not
been examined in mice.
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restricted to the ventromedial subset of the spinal motor
neurons (arrowheads in Fig. 6B) as well as more
dorsomedial cells (arrows in Fig. 6B), which are likely
to be postmitotic migrating motor neurons, since GFP
expression in these cells becomes undetectable by the time
when motor neuron generation ends (data not shown, see
also Figs. 6E, F, and H).
To further confirm the activities of the putative
enhancers, we generated transgenic mice, termed
Tg(zCREST1/isl1-PLAP), Tg(mCREST1/isl1-PLAP), and
Tg(hCREST1/isl1-PLAP), in which zCREST1, mCREST1,
and hCREST1, respectively, are inserted immediately
upstream of the zebrafish isl1 core promoter (ICP;
Higashijima et al., 2000) and the human placental alkaline
phosphatase (PLAP) gene (Fig. 2B). PLAP is a glycosyl
phosphatidylinositol (GPI)-linked cell surface protein thatlabels axons along their entire length when expressed in
neurons (Leighton et al., 2001). All transgenic mice showed
virtually the same expression pattern as the Isl1-GFP mice,
in that reporter genes were expressed in cranial and spinal
motor neurons (Figs. 6A and C). At the thoracic level,
PLAP was initially expressed in all the spinal motor neurons
at E11.5, including the putative postmitotic migrating motor
neurons (arrows in Figs. 6D and G), but by E12.5 PLAP
expression had become restricted to the most medial
subtype of spinal motor neurons (arrowheads in Figs. 6E
and H). These motor neurons selectively innervate the
dorsal trunk muscles (open arrow in Fig. 6H), suggesting
that they were MMCm neurons (Fig. 4C). We confirmed
this by coexpression of PLAP and Lhx3 in these motor
neurons; Lhx3 is a mouse ortholog of chick Lim3 and is a
specific marker for MMCm neurons (Figs. 6F and I;
Tsuchida et al., 1994).
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the regulation of gene expression in motor and sensory
neurons
Next, to confirm the functional conservation of the
zCREST2 and hCREST2 sequences, we generated
Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) and Tg(hCREST2/isl1-PLAP) micein which zCREST2 and hCREST2, respectively, were
inserted upstream of the ICP and PLAP gene (Fig. 2B). At
E11.5, PLAP was expressed exclusively in the sensory
neurons of Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) mice, including the
trigeminal and other cranial sensory ganglia, as well as the
dorsal root ganglia (DRG), and in the spinal motor neurons
(Figs. 7A and C). At E14.5, the PLAP-positive axons of the Ia
Fig. 6. Functional conservation of CREST1 for motor neuron-specific gene expression in mouse. (A) Lateral view of E11.5 Isl1-GFP transgenic mice as seen
through a dissecting fluorescence microscope. III, oculomotor nerve; V, trigeminal nerve; VII, facial nerve; X, vagus nerve. This transgenic embryo carries
exactly the same transgene as Isl1-GFP transgenic zebrafish (Higashijima et al., 2000). (B) Cross-section of the E11.5 Isl1-GFP embryo at the thoracic level.
GFP was expressed in migrating postmitotic motor neurons (arrows) and the ventromedial subset of motor neurons (arrowheads). (C) Lateral view of the E10.5
Tg(hCREST1/isl1-PLAP) embryo stained for alkaline phosphatase activity. Both somatic and visceral motor neurons expressed PLAP at this stage. The asterisk
indicates PLAP expression in the telencephalon that was commonly observed in lines examined (data not shown). IV, trochlear nerve. (D–H) Cross-sections at
the thoracic level of E11.5 (D and G) and E12.5 (E, F, and H) Tg(hCREST1/isl1-PLAP) embryos double labeled with anti-Isl1 (D, E, G, and H) anti-Lhx3 (F)
antibody (green) and anti-PLAP antibody (red). At E11.5 (D and G), all Isl1-positive spinal motor neurons expressed PLAP. The dorsomedially located
postmitotic-migrating motor neurons (arrows) also expressed PLAP at this stage. The weak expression of PLAP in MMCl cells (F and H) may reflect this early
widespread activity of CREST1. By E12.5 (E and H), PLAP expression became restricted to the ventromedial subset of Isl1-positive motor neurons
(arrowheads). Note that at this stage, PLAP-positive axons projected into dorsal trunk muscles (open arrow in H). (F) All Lhx3-positive spinal motor neurons
also expressed PLAP at this stage, demonstrating that the PLAP-positive neurons were the MMCm motor neurons. (I) The schematic illustration of F. The
regions containing PLAP-positive MMCm neurons and PLAP-negative MMCl neurons are indicated in red and blue, respectively.
O. Uemura et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 587–606 597sensory neurons in the DRG were observed to extend into the
ventral half of the spinal cord, which were also occupied by
PLAP-positive motor neurons (arrows in Fig. 7H). InFig. 5. Sequence comparisons between CREST1s and between CREST2s and the
CREST1s (B) and between CREST2s (C). Putative transcription factor binding site
colors. The entire nucleotide sequences of zCREST1, fCREST1, cCREST1, mCR
deposited in DDBJ under accession numbers AB0158303, AB158312, AB16
AB158310, respectively. The nucleotides conserved in more than three of all speci
species are shown. zCREST1m, nucleotide conversion from TAAT (asterisk, Fig. 2
sequences of zCREST2 and hCREST2 used in this study and sequences of cCRE
regions are enclosed with black boxes. Primers used to generate the deletion fra
designed to target to a multiple cloning sites of pBluescript II. (C) The result of de
construct indicates the number of embryos positive for expression of GFP in prim
highly conserved region among species.contrast, in Tg(hCREST2/isl1-PLAP) mice, PLAP was
expressed only in spinal motor neurons, and none was
expressed in sensory neurons (Fig. 7B).deletion analysis of zCREST2. (A and B) Sequence comparisons between
s in evolutionarily conserved regions are indicated by brackets with different
EST1, hCREST1, zCREST2, cCREST2, mCREST2, and hCREST2 were
7735, AB158306, AB158309, AB158304, AB167736, AB158307, and
es are shaded by the red color. (A) Only the most conserved regions among
C) to GGGG in zCREST1, completely lost its enhancer activity. (B) Entire
ST2 and mCREST2 retrieved from databases are shown. Highly conserved
gments of zCREST2 are indicated by arrows, except that primer F1 was
letion analysis of zCREST2. The number on the right side of each plasmid
ary sensory neurons among all injected embryos. Solid lines indicate the
Fig. 7. Functional conservation and diversification of CREST2 for motor and sensory neuron-specific gene expression in mouse. (A and B) Lateral views of the
E11.5 Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) embryo (A) and Tg(hCREST2/isl1-PLAP) embryo (B). In both embryos, PLAP was expressed in spinal motor neurons that
extend their axons ventrally, while PLAP expression in the sensory neurons, such as trigeminal ganglion neurons (tg), facial ganglion neurons (fg), and dorsal
root ganglion neurons (DRG), was observed only in the Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) embryo (see also C and H). (C, D, and F) Cross-sections at the brachial level
of E11.5 Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) embryos doubly labeled with anti-Isl1 antibody (green) and anti-PLAP antibody (red) showing PLAP expression in the
subset of spinal motor neurons innervating the ventral muscles of the limb and in DRG neurons. Asterisks in C indicate the dorsal root entry zone (DREZ)
where the central axons of the DRG neurons enter the spinal cord. Close-up view of the ventral spinal cord (D) showing expression of PLAP in the specific
subset of spinal motor neurons, excluding the dorsomedially, ventromedially, and dorsolaterally (arrowheads) located Isl1-positive motor neurons. In this
particular line, ectopic PLAP expression was also observed in the ventralmost region of the spinal cord (bracket). The specific projection of PLAP-positive
motor axons into the ventral limb bud is shown in F. (E) Double labeling with anti-Lhx1 antibody (green) and anti-PLAP antibody (red) at the brachial level of
the E11.5 Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) embryo revealed that PLAP-positive motor neurons were negative for Lhx1, a marker for LMCl motor neurons, supporting
their identity as LMCm motor neurons. Lhx1 was also expressed in other interneurons (Tsuchida et al., 1994). (G) Schematic illustration of D. Regions
containing PLAP-positive and PLAP-negative neurons are indicated in red and green, respectively. M.P., motor neuron precursors; IN, interneurons. (H)
Brachial level of the E14.5 Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) embryo labeled with anti-PLAP antibody (red). The PLAP-positive Ia afferent fibers (arrows) were
observed penetrating the spinal cord and projecting ventrally to the motor neurons (MN) in the ventral horn.
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expressing PLAP in Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) mice at E11.5
by double labeling with anti-Isl1 antibody and anti-PLAP
antibody. At the brachial level, only the dorsolaterally located
Isl1-positive motor neurons coexpressed PLAP (Figs. 7D and
G). The ventromedially and laterally located Isl1-positive
neurons were negative for PLAP (arrowheads in Fig. 7D).
The PLAP-positive motor neurons projected their axons to
the ventral limb muscles (Fig. 7F), supporting that they were
LMCm neurons (Fig. 4C). We further confirmed this by
comparing the expression of PLAP with the expression of
Lhx1 (a mouse ortholog of chick Lim1). Lhx1 is expressed
specifically in LMCl neurons, and not in LMCm neurons
(Tsuchida et al., 1994). The PLAP-positive motor neurons inTg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP) mice were never positive for Lhx1
(Fig. 7E). We also confirmed that PLAP was selectively
expressed in LMCm neurons in Tg(hCREST2/isl1-PLAP)
mice (data not shown). At the thoracic level, as shown in
trunk level of Tg(zCREST2-hsp70:GFP)rw011 zebrafish
embryos, PLAP was expressed in motor neurons projecting
ventral trunkmuscles in Tg(zCREST2/isl1-PLAP)mice (Figs.
4B and C, and data not shown).
Segregation of different subtypes of the secondary motor
neurons in the zebrafish spinal cord
In contrast to primary motor neurons, there is a paucity of
literature on the subtype specification of secondary motor
O. Uemura et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 587–606 599neurons in zebrafish embryos (Myers, 1985; Pike et al.,
1992; Segawa et al., 2001). In our study, the ventrally
projecting secondary motor neurons occupied the ventral
half of the motor column at the trunk level (Fig. 3J). In
contrast, the dorsally projecting secondary motor neurons
occupied the dorsal part of the motor column (Fig. 3L).
Therefore, the positional relationship between these secon-
dary motor neurons subtypes in the zebrafish spinal cord is
different from that of the corresponding subtypes of motor
neurons in the chick and mouse spinal cord, where the
ventrally projecting motor neurons are located within the
MMCl, and the dorsally projecting motor neurons are more
medially located within the MMCm at the thoracic level.
Both evolutionarily conserved and nonconserved regions
are necessary for the sensory neuron-specific enhancer
activity of zCREST2
While zCREST2 and hCREST2 share high sequence
similarity in their evolutionarily conserved region,
hCREST2 does not contain the sensory neuron-specific
enhancer activity. We next examined the deletion analysis of
zCREST2 to confirm which regions were necessary for
sensory neuron-specific expression in zebrafish. Deletion
constructs of zCREST2 were generated using the PCR
method (Figs. 5B and C). Each deletion fragment was
inserted in the immediate upstream of hsp70 promoter and
GFP gene (Fig. 2B) and injected into one cell-stage
zebrafish embryos. One fragment, termed zCREST2F1-
R2, which still contains the evolutionarily conserved region,
could drive GFP expression in primary sensory neurons
(Figs. 5B and C). In contrast, zCREST2F1-R3, which lacks
most of the conserved region, could not drive GFP
expression in primary sensory neurons any more (Figs. 5B
and C). These data implicate the necessity of the evolutio-
narily conserved region for the sensory neuron-specific
activity of zCREST2. However, the injection of
zCREST2F2-R1-hsp70:GFP, which lacks 85 bp of non-
conserved region of zCREST2, could not drive GFP
expression in primary sensory neurons (Figs. 5B and C).
These data and the observation that hCREST2 does not have
the sensory neuron-specific enhancer activity (Fig. 4B)
show that both evolutionarily conserved and nonconserved
regions of zCREST2 are necessary for the sensory neuron-
specific activity in zebrafish.
Prediction of a sensory neuron-specific novel enhancer of
the isl1 gene in zebrafish using comparative genome
informatics
Comparing the sequences and functions of CREST2s,
only zCREST2 exhibits sensory neuron-specific enhancer
activity. This activity depends on evolutionarily noncon-
served regions of zCREST2, suggesting that there may be
other conserved enhancers responsible for sensory neuron-
specific expression of isl1 that are active in other vertebratethan zebrafish. The intronic sequence of zebrafish isl1 has
an activity to enhance gene expression in a wide variety of
neurons, including Rohon-Beard neurons and trigeminal
ganglion neurons (Reyes et al., 2004). But this sequence is
not conserved among different vertebrate species.
Comparison of the 200-kb upstream region of the
zebrafish isl1 gene with a 1-Mb region upstream of the
human isl1 gene was performed using MultiPipMaker
(Schwartz et al., 2000, also see Materials and methods).
Nine conserved regions were found, but only one was
conserved in the chick and mouse genomes, according to a
genome BLAST search. This region, termed CREST3,
contains 419-bp conserved sequence with 76% identity
between zebrafish and human. Zebrafish, chick, mouse, and
human CREST3 reside 60, 150, 320, and 350 kb upstream
of the isl1 gene locus, respectively (Figs. 4A and 8A).
CREST3 did not show significant sequence similarity to
CREST2 (data not shown).
Next, we examined the enhancer activity of this region
by transient transgene expression in zebrafish embryos.
Approximately 1 kb of the zebrafish genomic region
encompassing this conserved block was cloned in the
immediately upstream of the ICP and GFP gene (Fig.
2B). And this plasmid DNAwas injected into one-cell stage
zebrafish embryos. GFP expression was observed in
primary sensory neurons such as trigeminal ganglion
neurons (Fig. 8B) and Rohon-Beard neurons (Fig. 8C) at
36 hpf. We also examined the function of hCREST3 by
transient transgene expression in zebrafish and confirmed
the functional conservation of CREST3 to drive GFP
expression in primary sensory neurons (data not shown).
To examine whether zCREST2 and zCREST3 are
activated in different types of sensory neurons, we injected
zCREST3-isl1:mRFP1 plasmid solution into one-cell stage
Tg(zCREST2-hsp70:GFP)rw011 zebrafish embryos. mRFP1
is a genetically modified red fluorescent protein that acts as
a monomer (Campbell et al., 2002). A significant number of
trigeminal ganglion neurons and Rohon-Beard neurons
expressed both GFP and mRFP1, but there were also cells
that expressed only either of them (Figs. 8D and E).
Conservation of a sensory neuron-specific enhancer of the
isl1 gene family
As previously reported, all isl1 family members (isl1,
isl2, and isl3) are expressed in primary sensory neurons
from the early stage of embryonic development of zebrafish
(Inoue et al., 1994; Kikuchi et al., 1997; Segawa et al.,
2001; Tokumoto et al., 1995). Moreover, mouse isl1 and
isl2 are also expressed in DRG neurons (Thaler et al., 2004;
Tsuchida et al., 1994). These data suggest a possibility that
expression of all isl1 family members in sensory neurons is
regulated by an evolutionarily conserved enhancer. Then we
performed a BLAST search against whole genomic sequen-
ces for sequences similar to any of 100-bp subfragments of
hCREST3 with 50-bp overlaps with the adjacent subfrag-
Fig. 8. Structural and functional conservation of CREST3 during evolution. (A) Sequence comparisons between CREST3s. No similar sequences to CREST3
were found in the fugu genome. Only the most conserved regions among species are shown. The entire nucleotide sequences of zCREST3, cCREST3,
mCREST3, and hCREST3 were deposited in DDBJ under accession numbers AB0158305, AB167734, AB158308, and AB158311, respectively. The
nucleotides conserved in more than three of all species are shaded by the red color. The bracket indicates the conserved region between CREST3s and C3Rs
(see also Fig. 9D). (B and C) Lateral views of 36-hpf embryos injected with the zCREST3-isl1:GFP plasmid and exhibiting expression of GFP in trigeminal
ganglion neurons (B) and Rohon-Beard neurons (C). (D and E) Lateral views of 24-hpf Tg(zCREST2-hsp70:GFP)rw011 embryos injected with the zCREST3-
isl1:mRFP1 plasmid and exhibiting mRFP1 expression in trigeminal ganglion neurons (D) and Rohon-Beard neurons (E). Note that there are some mRFP1
single-positive neurons in both trigeminal ganglion neurons and Rohon-Beard neurons (arrowheads).
O. Uemura et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 587–606600ments. One such subfragment (bracket in Fig. 8A) was
found to show weak similarity to the 5V flanking regions of
the mouse and human isl2 gene (Figs. 9A and D). Bothregions reside in the intronic sequence of electron transfer
flavoprotein alpha-subunit (etfa) gene and are 70 and 90 kb
away from mouse and human isl2 gene, respectively (Fig.
Fig. 9. Structural and functional conservation of sensory neuron-specific enhancers CREST3 and C3R. (A) Comparison of the distribution of CREST3 and
C3R in each species. Yellow and green bars indicate the coding regions of zebrafish isl1 and isl3, respectively. Red bars indicate the coding regions of isl2 of
chick, mouse, and human. The blue arrowhead indicates zCREST3 locus. In contrast, purple arrowheads indicate the C3R loci. No similar sequences to C3R
were found in the fugu genome. (B and C) Lateral views of 32-hpf embryos injected with the zC3R-hsp70:GFP plasmid and GFP expression in the trigeminal
ganglion neurons (B) and Rohon-Beard neurons (C). (D) Sequence comparisons between CREST3 and C3R. Only the most conserved regions between
CREST3 and C3R are shown. Nucleotides conserved in more than four of all are shaded by the red color. The entire nucleotide sequences of zC3R, cC3R
mC3R, and hC3R were deposited in DDBJ under accession numbers AB179552, AB179553, AB179554, and AB179555, respectively. The highly conserved
region between CREST3 and C3R contains two CDP CR1 recognition motifs (brackets). (E) Mutational analysis of zCREST3. Both or either of the CDP CR1
sites was converted to GGGGG. The number on the right side of the name of each plasmid construct indicates the number of embryos exhibiting expression of
GFP in primary sensory neurons among all injected embryos.
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was also found in the chick genome and showed 70%
similarity with CREST3 (Figs. 9A and D). Although, in
other vertebrates, C3R was found in the flanking region ofthe isl2 gene, it is not clear whether the zebrafish isl2 gene
has a similar sequence in its neighborhood due to lack of
sequence information around the isl2 locus in database.
Instead, we found C3R in the noncoding genomic region
O. Uemura et al. / Developmental Biology 278 (2005) 587–60660220-kb upstream of the zebrafish isl3 gene, and termed zC3R
hereafter. zC3R showed 73% similarity with the subfrag-
ment of hCREST3 (Figs. 9A and D).
To confirm the enhancer activity of C3R, we next cloned
the 1-kb genomic fragment encompassing zC3R and
inserted them in the immediate upstream of the promoter
sequence of the hsp70:GFP plasmid construct (Fig. 2B). The
plasmid construct zC3R-hsp70:GFP was injected into one-
cell stage zebrafish embryo. At 32 hpf, GFP expression was
observed in trigeminal ganglion neurons (Fig. 9B) and
Rohon-Beard neurons (Fig. 9C).
Putative homeodomain recognition site is important for the
activity of zCREST1
Sequence comparison and TRANSFAC analysis revealed
that there are putative recognition motifs for multiple
transcription factors in evolutionarily conserved region of
CREST1 (Fig. 5A). Among them, homeodomain proteins
such as MNR2, Hb9, and Phox2b are known to be
expressed in premature motor neurons and act as key
regulators for motor neuron differentiation (Pattyn et al.,
2000; Tanabe et al., 1998). Moreover, motor neurons are
generated from the progenitor domain for motor neurons
(pMN) delineated by the specific expression of homeodo-
main proteins Nkx6.1 and Pax6 (Briscoe et al., 2000). Thus,
we focused on the three homeodomain recognition motifs
ATTA or TAAT of zCREST1 (red brackets in Fig. 5A). We
replaced each one of them with GGGG. One mutated
zCREST1 termed zCREST1m, which had such nucleotide
conversion in one of these motifs (asterisk in Fig. 5A), was
completely inactive as assessed by transient transgene
expression assay in zebrafish (Fig. 2C). This region was
predicted as an Nkx protein recognition motif by our
TRANSFAC analysis. This region partly overlapped with a
putative v-Maf recognition motif; however, nucleotide
conversion of this motif to GGGGG never reduced the
expression level of GFP in our transient transgene expres-
sion assay (data not shown). Taken together, the homeo-
domain protein might target CREST1 via TAAT sequence
shown in Fig. 5A.
Putative Cut domain recognition sites are important for the
activity of CREST3 and C3R
Sequence alignment and TRANSFAC analysis revealed
that the highly conserved region between CREST3 and C3R
contains one POU recognition motif and two CDP CR1 (Cut
Repeat1 of CDP) recognition motifs (Fig. 9D and data not
shown). The CDP family constitutes a characteristic group
of homeodomain proteins, containing one to three repeats of
Cut repeat(s). Cut repeat itself is known to bind to specific
DNA sequence (Harada et al., 1994). One such gene D-
onecut, a member of Drosophila Cut domain proteins, is
thought to be a transcriptional activator and implicated in
the regulation of neural differentiation in the eye (Nguyen etal., 2000). Moreover, zonecut, a zebrafish ortholog of D-
onecut, is expressed in primary neurons including trigemi-
nal ganglion neurons and Rohon-Beard neurons in zebrafish
embryos at the stage just prior to the expression of isl1
begins (Hong et al., 2002; Inoue et al., 1994). Thus, the
expression of isl1 in primary sensory neurons might be
directly regulated by Cut domain protein(s). To confirm this
hypothesis, we replaced either or both of the core
recognition motifs of CDP CR1 with GGGGG and
examined their enhancer activities (Fig. 9E). Double
mutations in zCREST3 alone caused remarkable reduction
in the enhancer activity of zCREST3 as assessed by the
number of embryos expressing GFP in primary sensory
neurons among all injected embryos. These data indicate
that Cut domain proteins may play important roles for the
regulation of isl1 gene expression in primary sensory
neurons.Discussion
A combination of comparative genomics and an improved
transient expression assay in zebrafish embryos provides a
simple and quick approach for the identification of
cis-acting regulatory elements
Now that the complete genomes of a number of species
have been sequenced, attention must increasingly focus on
the elucidation of the mechanisms that regulate the
intricate genetic networks. A rapid and simple method
for the reliable identification of the cis-acting regulatory
elements of genes is therefore an essential first step toward
this goal. The accumulation of genomic sequence data
from various species and a computational genome-wide
sequence comparison of different species have enabled the
identification of highly conserved cis-acting regulatory
elements in the neighborhood of several genes, including
shh (Mu¨ller et al., 1999), otx2 (Kimura et al., 1997), dlx5/
dlx6 (Zerucha et al., 2000), sox2 (Uchikawa et al., 2003),
and scl (Go¨ttgens et al., 2000). Furthermore, putative
regulatory elements have been identified by the simple
alignment of large genomic sequences from different
species to find conserved sequences in the noncoding
regions (Frazer et al., 2001; Loots et al., 2000). Some of
these putative regulatory elements, such as the ones for the
IL-4, 5, and 13 genes, have been shown to be essential for
controlling expression of these genes in cultured T cells.
Since alignment of two large noncoding genomic sequen-
ces from two relatively close species such as human and
mouse often results in identification of too many similar
sequences without any functional significance, compari-
sons between more distant species, such as human and
zebrafish, are more effective for identification of function-
ally significant noncoding sequences (Mu¨ller et al., 2002).
Our novel and simple method for the highly efficient
transient expression will provide the potent method to
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predicted by the comparative genome informatics
approach.
Conservation and diversification of CREST2
We observed a strict conservation of the roles of
CREST1 and CRSET2 for activation of motor neuron
subtype-specific gene expression during vertebrate evolu-
tion (Figs. 4B and C). In contrast, only zebrafish CREST2
retains activity for sensory neuron-specific gene expression
(Figs. 4B and C), and the nonconserved sequence within
zCREST2 is essential for this activity (Figs. 5B and C).
Our data show that the mechanisms for isl1 gene
activation by CREST1 and CREST2 in nonoverlapping
subsets of spinal motor neurons were established before
phylogenic diversification into the teleost and the mammals
in vertebrate evolution (Figs. 4B and C). And because of the
nonredundant roles of these two elements, any mutation to
either of these elements may have deleteriously impaired
locomotion and survivability of individual animals. In
contrast, zCREST2 and zCREST3 are active redundantly in
an overlapping population of primary sensory neurons in
zebrafish. This may have allowed for diversification of
CREST2 sequence and ultimate loss of its activity to regulate
gene expression in sensory neurons during evolution.
Gene expression is often controlled under summation of
the influences by multiple enhancers each of which acts as an
independent modular unit to activate gene expression in a
highly specific subset of cells (Kirchhamer et al., 1996;
Stanojevic et al., 1991). It is intriguing to see whether our
results could be generalized to a hypothetical principle that
multiple enhancers of one gene that originally functioned
redundantly in overlapping populations of cells may indi-
vidually increase the levels of cell-type specificity during
evolution by losing redundant roles among themselves.
Why has only CREST3 but not CREST2 been conserved
for sensory neuron-specific gene activation during evolution
remains to be answered, while mouse still retains a capacity
to activate zCREST2 in the sensory neurons (Figs. 4B,C and
7A,C,H). The zebrafish isl2 and isl3 genes are structurally
very similar and located, respectively, in the regions of
chromosomes 25 and 7 with highly conserved synteny to
each other (http://www.zfin.org). Therefore, they are the
paralogs that were generated by duplication from the
putative ancestral isl1 paralog accompanying the whole
genome duplication that took place in the teleost evolution
(Force et al., 1999). Although zebrafish isl2 and isl3 show
subfunctionalization with isl2 regulating the motor neuron
identity and isl3 regulating development of the optic vesicle
and the midbrain–hindbrain boundary region, they are both
expressed in the primary sensory neurons of zebrafish
(Appel et al., 1995; Inoue et al., 1994; Kikuchi et al., 1997;
Segawa et al., 2001; Tokumoto et al., 1995). CREST3 and
its related enhancer sequence C3R are highly conserved in
evolution and appear to be tightly linked to all members ofthe isl1 gene family, including the mouse isl2 gene that
probably shares its origin with the putative ancestral isl1
paralog of zebrafish isl2 and isl3. Therefore, the linkage
between these enhancers and the isl1 family members has
been maintained even after two rounds of whole genome
duplication in vertebrate evolution. This may indicate that
isl1 family members may have evolved nonredundant and
essential roles for differentiation and maintenance of
sensory neurons, although their distinction has not yet been
thoroughly studied.
Distinct regulation of the isl1 gene family in sensory
neurons
CREST3 and its related C3R contain two CDP CR1
recognition motifs in highly conserved regions (Fig. 9D).
Disruption of both motifs caused remarkable loss of the
enhancer activity of zCREST3 (Fig. 9E). Thus, Cut domain
proteins may act as direct regulators of the expression of the
isl1 gene family. One such gene termed zonecut is expressed
in primary neurons including trigeminal ganglion neurons
and Rohon-Beard neurons in zebrafish embryos at the stage
just prior to initiation of the isl1 gene expression (Hong et
al., 2002; Inoue et al., 1994). Thus, zonecut seems to be a
strong candidate of an upstream factor of isl1. However,
coinjection of antisense morpholino oligonucleotide (AMO)
against zonecut and zCREST3-isl1:GFP did not reduce the
expression level of GFP in primary sensory neurons (O.U.
and H.O., unpublished data). Other Cut domain genes such
as cux2, which is also expressed in DRG neurons in mice,
rather than or together with zonecut might be involved in the
regulation of sensory neuron-specific expression of isl1
(Iulianella et al., 2003). It is noted, however, a small portion
of embryos still expressed GFP in primary sensory neurons
when injected with zCREST3m1andm2-hsp70:GFP plasmid
(Fig. 9E), suggesting involvement of other factors.
Distinct regulation of the isl1 gene in subgroups of motor
neurons
Individual motor neuron columns are delineated by
combinatorial expression (LIM code) of LIM-HD proteins
(Tsuchida et al., 1994). The precise mechanism that ensures
this fine combinatorial expression of LIM-HD genes in each
motor column remains unclear.
In the LMC of chick spinal cord, LMCm and LMCl cells
express Isl1 and Lim1, respectively. Ectopic expression of
Lim1 in LMC cells represses Isl1 expression in situ and vice
versa, implicating cross-repressive regulation for expression
of isl1 and lim1 genes in the LMC (Kania and Jessell,
2003). Exposure to different levels of retinoid receptor
signaling or expression of different members of the Hox-c
protein family determines the rostrocaudal identity of
postmitotic motor neurons, i.e., whether to take the LMC-
like identity of the brachial level or that specific to the
thoracic level, such as in MMCl neurons and the CT
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(Dasen et al., 2003; Sockanathan et al., 2003). Similarly, in
zebrafish embryos, the environmental cue emanating from
the somite overlying the spinal cord is implicated in
regulating isl1 gene expression, since transplantation experi-
ments revealed that an immature primary motor neuron is
amenable to changing its identity and expression pattern of
Isl1 and Isl2 depending on its position relative to the somite
(Appel et al., 1995, Lewis and Eisen, 2004).
In this study, we showed that isl1 gene expression in the
later stages of motor neuron differentiation is regulated in a
subtype-specific manner by two evolutionarily conserved
enhancers termed CREST1 and CREST2. They may
function to enhance distinction of the isl1 expression levels
in different subtypes of motor neurons in autoregulatory
response to the combinatorially expressed LIM-HD proteins.
Or, distinction in capabilities of activating different enhancer
elements of the isl1 gene in different subtypes of motor
neurons may implicate some unknown mechanism that
prefigures motor neuron subdivision even before the
establishment of LIM codes. Since injection of the AMOs
against isl1 and/or isl2 did not prevent subtype-specific
activation of these enhancers (O. U. and H O., unpublished
data, and Segawa et al., 2001), autoregulatory activation of
these elements is rather unlikely, although the injected
AMOs may have degraded before the stages when these
enhancers were normally activated. Therefore, subtype
specification of motor neurons may be redundantly ensured
by multiple steps, i.e., initially by activation of different
subtype-specific transcriptional enhancers of LIM-HD genes
and later by combinatorial expression of LIM-HD proteins.
Regulation of the isl1 gene at early stages of motor neuron
differentiation
The isl1 gene is expressed initially in all types of motor
neurons soon after they leave the cell cycle. In our study
using transgenic mice, we showed that this initial expression
of the isl1 gene is regulated by a single regulatory element,
termed CREST1. Since CREST1 can drive gene expression
specifically in all motor neurons in mouse when it is
combined with ICP, which alone has no basal transcriptional
activity (data not shown), CREST1 should act as the
transcriptional enhancer early in motor neuron differentia-
tion rather than as a specific silencer that represses
transcription in cells other than motor neurons.
Motor neuron differentiation occurs via multiple steps.
Graded Shh signaling along the dorsoventral axis of the
spinal cord establishes an initial progenitor domain (pMN)
for motor neurons, which is delineated by the specific
expression of transcription factors, Nkx6.1 and Pax6, and by
the absence of Nkx2.2 and Irx3 expression (Briscoe et al.,
2000). There, the motor neuron determinants such as MNR2
and Olig2 are induced and activate the expression of other
transcription factors such as NGN2, a proneuronal bHLH-
type transcription factor, and the LIM-HD transcriptionfactors, which are directly involved in the initiation of
differentiation and subtype-specification of motor neurons
(Mizuguchi et al., 2001; Novitch et al., 2001; Tanabe et al.,
1998; William et al., 2003).
MNR2, a member of the Mnx class of HD proteins, was
first found to be pivotal in the specification of motor neuron
identity in chick embryo. MNR2 and its related gene product
HB9 can induce Isl1 ectopically even in the dorsal spinal cord
(Tanabe et al., 1998). However, a recent study suggests that
Mnx class HD proteins act as transcriptional repressors
(William et al., 2003). Therefore, although MNR2 and HB9
have the ability to induce ectopic Isl1 expression, they are
unlikely to be the direct activators of CREST1.
The retinoid receptors have drawn recent attention as
transcriptional activators that may function to link inductive
signaling pathways involving both transcriptional repressors
and activators that are directly involved in motor neuron
specification (Novitch et al., 2003). Both retinoic acid and
retinoid receptor activity are required for the progression of
Pax6- and Nkx6-positive ventral progenitor cells to an
Olig2-positive motor neuron progenitor and to activate the
expression of transcription factors such as Mnx, Lhx3, and
Isl1/2, which direct later steps in motor neuron differ-
entiation. However, in the evolutionarily conserved block of
CREST1, we could not find the consensus recognition motif
sequence (AGGTCA n1–5 AGGTCA) for retinoid receptor
binding (Rastinejad, 2001). Instead, we identified three
homeodomain recognition sites, ATTA or TAAT (Fig. 5A).
Disruption of one of them, which was predicted to be
recognized by Nkx protein according to TRANSFAC
analysis, completely inactivated CREST1 (Figs. 2C and
5A). Moreover, Nkx6.1 is expressed in both cranial and
spinal motor neurons (Mu¨ller et al., 2003; Sander et al.,
2000). Therefore, Nkx protein or other homeodomain
protein(s) may be directly responsible for the activation of
isl1 gene expression. Further study for the CREST1-binding
factor may give us better understanding on the initial stage
of motor neuron differentiation.Acknowledgments
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